An update on the use of flow cytometry in HIV infection and AIDS.
Flow cytometry has played an invaluable role in recent advances made against HIV and AIDS, and there is every reason to expect it will continue to do so. Newer-generation machines, using three- and four-color panels, make measurements of lymphocyte subsets ever more accurate and potentially cost-effective. Similarly, recent single-platform techniques promise even more efficiencies, freeing CD4 enumeration from parallel determination of the CBC. In other developments, quantitative reporting of immunophenotype may well change the way subsets traditionally defined by qualitative determinations are viewed. The most promising initial candidates for such changes are surrogates of immune activation, such as CD38 expression on CD8 cells. But technical demonstration of reproducibility and reliability, and clinical trial evidence of utility--especially as measured against such established laboratory parameters as CD4 cell and HIV RNA determinations--are needed before a change from qualitative to quantitative immunophenotype measurement can be widely accepted. Although too soon to tell if they will emerge from the research arena into the clinical arena, tetramer binding, intracellular cytokine detection, and assays of cell division are rapidly advancing understanding of HIV-disease, and indeed understanding of all of human immunology. Some of these assays provide often subtly different information, and together they will help determine the most important surrogate measures of clinical immunity. Identifying such surrogates is critical to developing a rational HIV vaccine. The power of flow cytometry is its ability simultaneously to analyze data in four, five, six, or more dimensions. For longitudinal experiments, time adds yet another dimension. Humans struggle to think past three dimensions; interpreting results from experimental permutations and combinations that expand geometrically with each additional parameter studied requires considerable effort. Ultimately computer programs might come to our aid, but for now we have to live with the information overload if we hope to gain insight into the workings of complex biologic systems. In a world of limited resources, and with limited capacity to conceptualize in multiple dimensions, insight, inspiration, and perhaps a little luck are needed to ask the right questions and use the right assays if the recent string of advances against AIDS is to continue.